A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
plastic glass for a young dog - pup cup

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. charge for a hot drink
2. dog noise
3. sack label
4. _______ ________
5. _______ ________
6. _______ ________
7. intelligent sketch
8. _______ ________
9. _______ ________
10. _______ ________
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A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
plastic glass for a young dog - pup cup

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. charge for a hot drink
   1. tea fee

2. dog noise
   2. hound sound

3. sack label
   3. bag tag

4. intelligent sketch
   4. smart art

5. 13-19 year old who is not dirty
   5. clean teen

6. large rock that is not as warm as other rocks
   6. colder boulder

7. 4-wheeled vehicle driven by a wool-producing animal
   7. sheep Jeep
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